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YEAR END NEWSLETTER
As a tumultuous year draws to an end, it is a time for However, South Africa is a resilient country and there
reflection and an opportunity to wish all our Christian are three sources of immense hope:
clients a happy and blessed Christmas and a happy and 1)
Civil Society is speaking up and saying enough
healthy new year.
is enough (#ZumaMustFall)
This will be our last newsletter for the year, however, 2)
Businesses are speaking up and saying enough
if something substantial emanates from the ANC
is enough (#SaveSA)
elective conference, which is due to be held from the
3)
Some people within the ANC are saying that in
16-19 December, we intend to issue a newsflash.
its current state, it cannot win the 2019
Our country and our financial wellbeing is standing on
election.
the edge of a precipice and in an ever-changing
business environment with increased uncertainty and Investment Positioning
tension, we deem it appropriate for all of us to reflect Being on the edge of a precipice has certain major
on what’s made 2017 a tumultuous year and update influences on local investors. Key negative impacts
you on how your investments have been positioned. include a weakening in government bonds, local
We will also update you on changes to the monthly property investments and a weakening in the value of
statements and welcome back our tax services.
local companies that do business only in South Africa.

2017

At the same time, the value of large international
companies has generally increased due to the
strengthening of the dollar and a healthy business
climate globally, in particular America. The current
market conditions have also seen an increase in the
capital value of South African companies that do
business internationally and therefore receive some
part of their gross revenue in Dollars. (Roughly 70% of
the companies listed on JSE)

State capture itself was already known – the two
issues that made such an impact on the value of our
currency and business confidence were the extent of
the corruption and the brazen way our corrupt
president drove good people out of important
positions and replaced them with incompetent corrupt
cronies – Pravin Gordhan being, of course, the most
high profile of those. Business confidence is very
important for any country because it determines During the course of this year, we chose Fundhouse as
whether there will be fixed investment or not.
our asset consultants. Fundhouse is the preeminent
All in all, the picture looks extremely bleak and will, asset consultant to the retail market in South Africa.
unfortunately, remain so as long as Zuma, the Gupta’s However, whilst they are the biggest such asset
consultant, we did not choose them because of their
and other nefarious people remain in power.
size but rather because they demonstrated that they
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have the capacity and the dedication to invest our
clients’ money wisely and effectively. They have highly
qualified investment analysts in both Cape Town and
London and thus have the ability to competently
advise on offshore as well as local investments.
Your money is invested in a range of model portfolios
and also in our fund of funds. These strategies have
been built using the best blend of funds according to
Fundhouse’s research process. Subsequently, we have
reduced your exposure to government bonds, local
property, companies that do not earn Dollars and have
increased your exposure to offshore companies and
South African companies that do earn Dollars. This
asset allocation will be reviewed on an ongoing basis

by our investment committee.

Monthly Statements
At Foster, we continue to strive to be transparent.
After much consideration, however, we have decided
to stop generating monthly client statements in their
current format. There are many reasons for this; the
main reason being the ease with which clients can
access their statements online and the ease with
which we can supply detailed statements at any interval. The platforms, in any event, generate statements
on a quarterly basis. Our monthly statement system
was an outsourced function and we felt that the
money paid to the supplier could be put to better use
in research.

Tax Services

Base cost: R1 200 ex VAT (non-provisional tax payer)

After many requests from clients, we have decided to
resume our tax services. The biggest challenge in
providing tax services in the current political situation
is dealing with SARS. To be fair to those clients who
have relatively basic tax returns and are either not
subjected to audits or who are subjected to the basic
audit process we have adjusted our charges
accordingly. The base cost set out below will include
submission of the tax return and uploading supporting
documents, should you be audited. However, in the
cases where clients are audited more than once, an
additional cost of R500 will be billed.

Base cost: R1 500 ex VAT (provisional tax payer)

The recent news regarding Steinhoff is extremely
disappointing, to say the least. Although we do not
have all the facts yet, it is sad to think such an
influential business leader like Dr Christo Wiese could
have missed or worse, been part of fraudulent
accounting practises. However, we have to do our best
to take emotion out of the investment process. It is
examples like Steinhoff, that illustrate the importance
of diversifying effectively. Our investment solutions,
use a number of different asset managers, some of
which had zero Steinhoff shares, and they in turn
invest across different asset classes.

concerned. We all hope that the results of the ANC
elective conference will be positive for South Africa,
but, as elucidated above, if the results are not positive
your investments should not be too adversely
affected.

Visit to the SARS branch: R700 p/hr, with the average
time being 1 – 2 hours

We are also able to complete Annual
Financial Statements:
Trust Annual Financial Statements and tax return:
R5 000 ex VAT
Small Business Annual Financial Statements and tax
returns: R5 000 ex VAT

If you are travelling, please do so safely and enjoy a
wonderful summer holiday. Please note that our
offices will be closed from 22 December 2017 until
3 January 2018. If you have any urgent requests,
please feel free to contact Thomas Foster at 072 343
6331 or Victoria Roberts at 082 530 3659

Seasons greetings,
We hope that the above information is of some
comfort to you as far as your investments are Peter Foster
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